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The large river-island of Bane County has a troubled past; but some histories are eagerly forgotten,

especially those written in blood.Nestled into the foothills of the National Wildlife Refuge, the small

rural town of Silver Canyon seems idyllic to most; but a long-slumbering evil is about to

reawaken.Seventeen-year-old Bryce McNeel is your average teenage boy, living on a cattle ranch

with his grandparents. Well, average genius, but he prefers to keep that fact to himself, no one likes

a know-it-all.When Bryce learns of a series of grisly deaths and mutilations that occurred decades

earlier, his curiosity gets the better of him. Together with his cousin, Jackson, Bryce sets out to learn

more about the macabre event; but as they delve deeper into the history and legends of Bane

County, the two boys are horrified by what they find.Unfortunately, history has a way of repeating

itself.As friends and neighbors begin to go missing, or worse, they find themselves embroiled in a

battle for their young lives.
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This was one of the best and most enjoyable "monster" books that I have read in a long time.In an



age where the werewolf is romanticized, it was great fun to read a story that brings back all the

horror that the legends of said creature bring to mind.If you are looking for a decidedly good scare

along with great character development, then check this book out!I'm definitely going to be looking

for the next book.

Maybe it is not the best werewolf horror I've read, but it is damn close to it.Bryce McNeel and his

cousin an best friend, Jackson, live in Bane County. It is 1991 and the start of their last year of high

school. September is also the month of the harvest moon--the one that only happens every

nineteenth years. A beasts rises from one of the abandoned silver mines in the Refuge, a National

wildlife refuge. It stalks prey; not deer or fowl, but humans. It relishes prey that can beg for it life,

meaning that this is no ordinary beast like bear or mountain lion or wolf, but something out of man's

legends and myths. Like in succeeding years of this harvest moon , people are killed and eaten,

what is left found, while others vanished without trace. And Bryce began reading up on werewolves

and legends and even formulates a scientific theory of something that may be an unknown creature

that inspired these legends. It is obvious this theory will lead to the sequel.As a horror author myself

and the werewolf and other shapeshifters my favorite supernatural beings (along with ghosts, of

course), I always enjoy a different way of writing the werewolf story. Like The Wolfen by Whitley

Strieber, where another race of intelligent beings live with us on this planet, and no doubt, behind

the legend of the werewolf. J. R. Rice did it sort of this way, twisting it to be his own story.Want

something to scare you? Then Banes County: Forgotten Moon will get your heart racing and maybe

even have you double-check to make sure your doors and windows are locked. So grab something

silver and visit Bane County for a hair raising time.

This was a story that had everything--action, characters that you care about and a vicious werewolf!

There were even Native Americans and gypsies! I love tradition werewolves, not the Twilight type.

This book was scary! I like the fresh take on the werewolf. I thought the writing was very good and I

cannot wait for the sequel. Great description of the town also. In the sequel, I hope to see Bryce and

Jackson joining forces to fight the werewolf.

This is what all other werewolf tales should aspire to. Gone is the horrible refuse Twilight brought

upon the scene. This is an in your face force of abattoir proportion. Most of the main characters

were well fleshed out and relate-able. However I did notice that several bigger players in the

beginning were but bit parts near the end. Much more could have been done with them to progress



the story line.The story line also opens up great possibilities for prequels set in the old west as well

as well into the future. All on all I greatly enjoyed this one and am eagerly awaiting the next.

This book is very well written, and with a different take than on the traditional werewolf stories. You'll

grow to love the two stars of the book, as they bring back a lot of the nostalgia of our high school

years, especially those of us that grew up in small town America.

I really enjoyed reading this book and could not put it down...it is by far one of my favorite books. I

have read plenty of werewolf books and this is another great one. It was like watching a movie but

better. I say this is is the best story ever because it is just that...very different from the others I have

read which makes it special. Different in every way you could imagine. Definitely not your usual

werewolf story. I'm so glad I purchased this book. It really kept my interest. This book will definitely

keep you guessing and on edge. Very very exciting. I didn't want it to end. I wanted it to keep going.

I'm so glad there will be a part two and I just can't wait to read it. I'm definitely keeping my eye out

for this next book. A definite must buy.

I loved there entire book...... almost. It was well written, fast paced and almost always scary. The

creature was fearsome and savage. The characters were well detailed real. The only problem I had

(and it's a big one) is the fact that it ends abruptly after a massive build-up and basically sets the

stage for the sequel. It's shame, really, because a book without a satisfying end is just an

incomplete book. There really was no need for the author to explicitly set up for the sequel and deny

the reader the satisfaction of a true climax to an otherwise great book.I would wait for the sequel

and buy the 2 books together ...... unless the author keeps dragging the story into further sequels.I

hope this helps - Vipul

WOW! A ripping good yarn! I loved how the characters are fleshed out to the point you think you

may know someone just like them! The story is put together well and never lets you go! The

werewolf is truly frightening! I loved the descriptions of the park/mountains and forests! I felt I could

almost see them! Great story! looking forward to the next book!
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